
 

 
 

 
Minutes of the CHAPS meeting held in Bern on Friday January 18, 2013  

 
College of Helvetic Astronomy ProfessorS 

(CHAPS) 
 
 
1)  Call to Order 
 
The chair, G. Meylan, calls the meeting to order at 2:00 pm. 
 
Attendance at the meeting : 
 
Present (12 members) : W. Benz (UniBE), R. Durrer (UniGE), A. Jäggi (UniBE), P. Jetzer 
(UniZH), S. Lilly (ETHZ), M. Meyer (ETHZ), G. Meylan (EPFL, chair), G. Meynet (UniGE), 
A. Refregier (ETHZ), D. Schaerer (UniGE), W. Schmutz (PMOD/WRC), S. Udry (UniGE).  
 
Excused (17 members) : S. Antusch (UniBas), L. Baudis (UniZH), M. Carollo (ETHZ), C. 
Charbonnel (UniGE), Th. Courvoisier (UniGE), G. Lake (UniZH), B. Moore (UniZH), F. 
Pepe (UniGE), D. Pfenniger (UniGE), D. Queloz (UniGE), T. Schildknecht (UniBE), M. 
Shaposhnikov (EPFL), M. Steinacher (observer from SERI), F.-K. Thielemann (UniBas), N. 
Thomas (UniBE), R. von Steiger (UniBE), P. Wurtz (UniBE).  
 
 
2)  Minutes and Agenda 
 
The chair welcome the 12 present CHAPS members, the other 17 CHAPS members having 
been excused.   The chair asks for help in the writing process of the minutes, and A. Refregier 
kindly volunteers to take notes during the meeting.  Thanks to him ! 
 
The agenda and the minutes of the last meeting are adopted. 
 
-  S. Lilly :  We should also discuss FLARE policy. 
 
-  The chair answers that FLARE policy will be discussed, since we are also required by the 
SNSF to elect someone as a representative of astrophysics in the FLARE Steering Committee 
(LA FLARE for Lenkungsausschuss FLARE).   
 
-  S. Lilly :  We need to discuss our CHAPS position for this Steering Committee, as this  
person will represent CHAPS on this panel so he/she need to know what our position is.  
 
Everybody agrees.  The chair emphasizes the fact that the selected person should have an 
excellent knowledge of the scientific-strategic-political situation in Switzerland.   



3)  Membership policy for CHAPS and SCFA  
 
The chair reminds the informal request by SERI - State Secretariat for Education, Research 
and Innovation (SERI) that CHAPS should copy the CHIPP structure.  For information, SERI 
is a new acronym, valid from January 1, 2013, replacing SER, following the changes in the 
organization of the federal structure at the ministry level). 
 
The chair outlines the existing structures for CHIPP and CHAPS : 
 
Particles physicists in Switzerland are well and clearly organized with a threefold structure. (i) 
CHIPP has about 520 members, all of them are PhD scientists or PhD students, working in 
Switzerland in Particles Physics.  (ii) The Board of CHIPPS is made of about 60 members, 
all of them professors and (iii) the CHIPP Executive Board is made of a chair and 3 vice-
chairs, elected out of the Board of CHIPP.   CHIPP has asked only recently to be part of MAP 
ScNat. 
 
The structural organization of astronomers is fuzzier than the one for particle physicists. The 
entity for astronomy corresponding to CHIPP is (i) the SSAA (Swiss Society for Astrophysics 
and Astronomy), with 230 members, which are amateur and professional astronomers, with or 
without PhD in astronomy, working in Switzerland or abroad. The entity corresponding to the 
Board of CHIPP is (ii) CHAPS, made of  29 professors, and the CHIPP Executive Board 
corresponds to the (iii) SCFA (Swiss Commission for Astronomy).  The SSAA and the SCFA 
are, independently, parts of MAP ScNat, this already for many decades.  
 
It is worth mentioning that, in 2011, CHIPP has transformed itself into an association, with 
the usual precise rules and regulations, as defined by Switzerland.  This has the advantage that 
CHIPP would be legally able to accept donations from private donors and patrons.   
 
The chair conclude his introduction in mentioning the following possibilities : 1) leave 
CHAPS as it is now ; 2) enlarge CHAPS with all people with a tittle of professor 
(professorship of whatever kind, e,g, SNSF), or 3) enlarge CHAPS with all astronomers 
currently working in astronomy in Switzerland.  
 
Then chair opens the discussion : 
 
-  S. Lilly :  During the roadmap exercise in 2005-2006, it was decided that CHAPS would not 
be structured like CHIPS, because for astronomy we already have the SSAA (including 
everyone) and the SCFA was meant to act as the board of CHAPS (cf. board of CHIPS). The 
visibility problem arises because CHAPS has not met in the last 5 years, apart from the 
meeting at the end of last year.   
 
-  R. Durrer :  Agrees that CHAPS plays the role of the CHIPP board.  Is the SSAA the analog 
of the large version of CHIPP ?  The SSAA is different since it includes non professional 
astronomers and/or currently working abroad. 
 
-  W. Benz :  A structure should be put in place to achieve what needs to be done. Agrees that 
CHAPS has not met enough.  SCFA has met regularly.  We have the structures that we need, 
although they may not sufficiently visible because there are different names.  
 



-   The chair  agrees that the different naming of the three astronomical entities (SSAA, 
CHAPS, SCFA) is more complicated than in the case of CHIPP and deludes the visibility of 
of the structure for astronomy.  We have the three levels, but perhaps it is a bit confusing, less 
immediately understandable than in the case of CHIPP.  The chair reminds that during the 
SCFA meetings or teleconferences of these last 5 years, he regularly suggested to have a 
CHAPS meeting : each time the SCFA concluded that such a meeting was not needed.  
 
- D. Schaerer :  Agrees with S. Lilly and W. Benz.  Amateur astronomers are accepted in 
exceptional cases in the SSAA.  We have the structures we need.  
 
-  The chair calls to mind that a careful inspection of the SSAA member list shows more than 
a few exceptions. In addition, quite a few members are professional astronomers, previously 
in Switzerland, but currently working abroad, some for more than 30 years. If we count 
people with the same criteria applied by CHIPP (i.e., active astronomers working in 
Switzerland), the SSAA would have about 120 members instead of the presently 230 
members.   In terms of numbers, the two threefold structures compares in the following way : 
(i) CHIPS is larger than (i) SSAA by about a factor of 4, (ii) the Board of CHIPP is larger 
than (ii) CHAPS by about a factor of 2, while (iii) SCFA is larger than (iii) CHIPS 
Executive Board by a factor 3.  These numbers have been checked, during the writing 
process of these minutes with the on-line list of members of the SSAA. 
 
-  P. Jetzer :  Perhaps we need to articulate the links between the 3 organizations. CHAPS 
should include titular professors (there are only a few anyhow).  
 
-  S. Lilly :  Agrees with this, but SNSF professors and all those who have no permanent 
position in Switzerland should not be members of CHAPS.  CHAPS need to be prepared to 
articulate the views of the community. This will enhance the credibility of  CHAPS.  
 
-  M. Meyer :  This group should try to express high-level principles that could be voiced to 
the agencies.  
 
-  The chair notes a general agreement in favor of being more organized.  He suggests that  we 
may start by having one single web site for SCFA, CHAPS and SSAA.  Currently, the SSAA 
and CHAPS-SCFA have two independent sites. 
 
-  D. Schaerer :  In the framework of ScNat, there has been a networking initiative.  CHIPP 
was been invited but CHAPS not.  
 
-  The chair replies that this is not true : the astronomers are involved, since ScNat has 
contacted directly the chair of the SCFA, who has subsequently contacted the chair of the 
SSAA, in order to have one single web site. 
 
-  S. Lilly :  Particle physics is different from astronomy, so we may not be able to make 
priorities as extensively as particle physics.  
 
- R. Durrer :  CHIPS is very efficient in pre-screening projects before their submissions to 
SNSF.  
 
- A. Refregier :  Agrees with the earlier discussion. Adds that one needs to be watchful about 
the astro-particle wedge.   



 
-  The chair asks the question of the necessity or not of the introduction of a pre-screening 
process by CHAPS for FLARE proposals.   
 
-   P. Jetzer :  Astronomy is very diverse; it is more difficult to pre-screen for CHAPS than for 
CHIPP.  
 
-  M. Meyer :  Astronomy has some fundamental differences from Particle Physics, 
consequently we should aim converging towards a consensus, but no screening.  CHAPS can 
be the platform for such discussions. 
 
-  A. Refregier :  We should adopt a pragmatic approach : we should enhance discussions and 
coordination, but we are not ready for a pre-screening process ; screening process can be re-
discussed at a later stage. 
 
The chair concludes that, following the various comments, a majority thinks clearly that 
CHAPS should be a forum but is reluctant to give CHAPS any screening responsibility, 
at least at this stage. CHAPS should prioritize a few large projects of national interest 
and push for a significant increase of the fraction of the FLARE budget allocated to 
astronomy.    
 
After a brief discussion about membership rules for CHAPS and the SCFA, it is 
concluded after a vote (show of hands with unanimity except one abstention) that : 
 
-  CHAPS members are professors with a permanent position in Switzerland. This 
includes titular professors but excludes, e.g., SNSF and ERC professors. 
 
-  SCFA members : there is one representative per institute, generally the director.  
   
 
4)  NOEMA, an IRAM extension  
 
Pierre Cox (director of IRAM and director-elect of ALMA) and Karl Schuster (vice-director 
of IRAM and director-elect of IRAM) have been invited by the chair in order to present to 
CHAPS the NOEMA project.  The three presentations are not paraphrased here, but can be 
find in the following three annexes :  
 
20130118-Annex1-IramNoema-PCox.pdf  : pdf file of the ppt presentation by Pierre Cox 
about IRAM and the science to be done with the NOEMA project. 
 
20130118-Annex2-IramNoema-KSchuster.pdf : pdf file of the ppt presentation by Karl 
Schuster about a more technical description of the NOEMA project. 
 
20130118-Annex3-IramNoema-Partnerships.pdf  :  pdf file of the ppt presentation by 
Pierre Cox about the general framework for the possible two kinds of partnership.  
 
These presentations generate questions and discussions. Two main points emerged : (i) IRAM 
is looking for one or two additional partners for the funding process of the two remaining 
antennas ; (ii) The time scale of the window of opportunity for a Swiss participation is about 2 
years, consequently Switzerland should take a decision about NOEMA by the end of 2014.  



 
 
There is a brief discussion about the procedure which should lead to the identification and the 
prioritization of any major projects in which Switzerland would be interested. It is decided 
that the process of selection of these projects will be discussed during the next SCFA 
teleconference.   
 
 
5)  Procedure leading to the Roadmap Addendum 
 
As already mentioned, CHAPS will have (i) to define the selection process of the few projects 
to be described and supported in the Roadmap Addendum and (ii) to organize the writing 
process of this Roadmap Addendum.  It is suggested and decided to address these two points 
through a smaller committee : the SCFA.  Consequently, the chair will organize a 
teleconference of the SCFA to be held in the coming weeks.  The teleconference will be 
followed by a series of CHAPS meetings to be organized and to be held in the coming 
months. 
 
 
6)  Election for the FLARE Steering Committee (LA FLARE) 
 
The SNSF has asked us today to elect someone as a representative of astrophysics in the 
FLARE Steering Committee (LA FLARE for Lenkungsausschuss FLARE).  The discussion 
converges quickly towards one preferred candidate, F.-K. Thielemann, who is a theoretician 
but has the best possible knowledge of the Swiss astronomical community through his years 
as SNSF rapporteur. 
 
 
7) Miscellaneous  
 
None. 
 
The chair summarizes the few action items on him : (i) a doodle for the next SCFA telecom, 
(ii) doodles for the CHAPS meeting in the spring, (iii) transmission of the result of the 
election of F.-K. Thieleman to P. Fischer, SNSF.  
 
 
8) The meeting is adjourned at 5:20 pm. 
 
 
 


